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Introduction
In modern computer algebra systems (such as Mathematica, Maple, SageMath etc.) algo-
rithms for solving in integers are implemented only for a small number of types of diophantine
equations. Usually it means that: 1) linear equations and their systems (with any number of
unknowns); 2) quadratic equations in two unknowns; 3) cubic Thue equations in two unknowns.
At the same time, there is rather wide class of diophantine equations in two unknowns, for
which exists eﬀective solving method (that gives explicit estimates for possible solutions), so-
called Runge’s method [10]. Exposition of the standard version Runge’s method can be found
in well known books [4] and [9]). However, practical realization of Runge’s method is absent in
most computer algebra systems, with the exception of very particular cases (see for example [8]).
Too large estimates for the solutions are one of the objective reasons for this. Although they
are of polynomial type (see [3, 7, 11]), due to the large exponents occurs useless for computer
implementation.
The original version of Runge’s method leads to such estimates. It uses the Puiseux expansions
at x!1 of (the branches of) algebraic function y = 	(x), determined by the given diophantine
equation
f(x; y) = 0: (1)
Namely, let d = max fm;ng, where m = degx f(x; y), n = degy f(x; y), and assume that the
polynomial f(x; y) 2 Z[x; y] satisfies the Runge’s condition. Then for the solutions (x; y) 2 Z2
one can prove the estimate
max fjxj; jyjg < (2d)18d7h12d6 ; (2)
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where h is the height of the polynomial f(x; y) (for details, see [11]). Even if the degree of the
equation (1) is rather low (third or fourth, for instance), it is impossible to create any practical
realization of the brute force algorithm based on the estimate (2). As it seems, constructing the
practical algorithms for solving diophantine equations with Runge’s condition, we should avoid
the Puiseux expansions and use some other reasons.
In the papers [5, 6] for diophantine equations (1) of degree third or fourth satisfying the
Runge’s condition, the elementary solving method is proposed (so-called the elementary version
of Runge’s method). As it turned out, for cubic equations (1) this method allows an acceptable
computer implementation.
For cubic diophantine equations (1) the standard Runge’s condition (see, e.g., [4], Ch. 28) is
that the leading homogenous part f3(x; y) of the polynomial f(x; y) can be decomposed over Z
into a product of two relatively prime polynomials:
f3(x; y) = (1x+ 1y)(2x
2 + 2xy + 2y
2)
(by default we assume that the polynomial f(x; y) is indecomposable over Z). In the paper [6] one
shown that using a linear substitution of unknowns with integer coeﬃcients any cubic equation,
satisfying Runge’s condition, can be transformed to
x(Ax2 +Bxy + Cy2) + a1x
2 + a2xy + 0  y2 + a4x+ a5y + a6 = 0; (3)
where C 6= 0. The main result of current work is the algorithm for solving the equation (3) and an
estimation of its complexity. Moreover, the proposed algorithm permits to give the significantly
better estimates for the solutions of this equation (in comparison to those that the estimates of
the type (2) give in our case).
The article is organized as follows.
In Section 1 the algorithm for solving of the equation (3), reducing to solving the finite number
of quadratic equations in one unknown over Z. Also the minimal number of these equations is
estimated (this parameter determines the complexity of our algorithm).
In Section 2 we give the estimates for the solutions of the equation (3), directly provided by
the proposed solving method.
Section 3 is focused on particular examples of the equation (3), for which the algorithm from
Section 1 works faster, than in the “worst” cases. Furthermore, in these examples we could
improve the general estimates for the solutions, presented in Section 2. The discussion of results
concludes this section.
1. Solving algorithm
Speaking on a solving algorithm for the equation (3), we suppose a5 6= 0 (otherwise there
is an obvious algorithm which reduce to the enumeration of all divisors of the coeﬃcient a6).
Furthermore, we can assume that C > 0. Denote  = B2   4AC.
1.1. The case  > 0
We begin by the most diﬃcult case  > 0. The main idea is to introduce an intermediate
parameter k 2 Z, namely:
k = Ax2 +Bxy + Cy2 + a1x+ a2y + a4: (4)
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Then the equation (3) takes the form
kx+ a5y + a6 = 0: (5)
Excluding the unknown y from the system of equations (4) and (5), we obtain
x2 + x+  = 0; (6)
where the coeﬃcients , ,  depend on k as follows:
 = Ck2  Ba5k +Aa25;
 = (2Ca6   a2a5)k + a1a25  Ba5a6;
 =  a25k + Ca26 + a4a25   a2a5a6:
Further, the following expression will be important
Q(m) =
jQ1jm+ jQ2j
m2  a25
+ ja5j
s
jQ3jm+ jQ4j
m2  a25
+
jQ5jm+ jQ6j
(m2  a25)2
; (7)
where Q1, . . . , Q6 are defined by the equalities
Q1 = a2a5   2Ca6;
Q2 = a
2
5(Ba2   2Ca1);
Q3 = 2;
Q4 = 2Ba5   4Ca4 + a22;
Q5 = 2(a2a5   2Ca6)(Ba2   2Ca1);
Q6 = a
2
2a
2
5 + a
2
5(Ba2   2Ca1)2   4Ca2a5a6 + 4C2a26;
(8)
and the parameter m satisfies the condition
m > m0 = ja5j
p
: (9)
Our algorithm for solving the equation (3) over Z is based on the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Assume that the parameter m satisfies the condition (9). Ifk   Ba52C
 > m2C or
k   Ba52C
 < 2m0  m2C
then for the roots of the equation (6) we have jxj < Q(m), where Q(m) is defined by (7).
Proof. We will use the new integer parameter
l = 2Ck  Ba5:
In terms of l we have the constrains jlj > m or jlj < 2m0  m. The roots of (6) can be written
as follows:
x =
Q1l +Q2
l2  a25
 a5
s
Q3l +Q4
l2  a25
+
Q5l +Q6
(l2  a25)2
: (10)
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Consequently,
jxj 6 jQ1jjlj+ jQ2jjl2  a25j
+ ja5j
s
jQ3jjlj+ jQ4j
jl2  a25j
+
jQ5jjlj+ jQ6j
(l2  a25)2
< Q(m):
The last inequality is true since on both intervals t > m and 0 6 t < 2m0  m the functions
f1(t) =
t
jt2  a25j
; f2(t) =
t
(t2  a25)2
are monotone in t and fi(m) > fi(2m0  m) for i = 1; 2.
Now we describe the algorithm for solving the equation (3) over Z.
1. Choose m such that the condition (9) holds.
2. For each k 2 Z satisfying the condition
2m0  m
2C
6
k   Ba52C
 6 m2C
we solve the equation (6) in x 2 Z. For every such pair (x; k) 2 Z2 verify if the number
y =  kx+ a6
a5
is integer. If “yes”, then add the pair (x; y) 2 Z2 to the set of solutions.
3. For each x 2 Z satisfying the condition jxj < Q(m), we solve the equation (3) in y 2 Z.
All the obtained pairs (x; y) 2 Z2 add to the set of solutions.
In the proposed algorithm we can give the parameter m diﬀerent values. Note that the total
number of solved quadratic equations is proportional to
cost (m) = P (m) +Q(m);
where
P (m) =
8<:
2(m m0)
2C
; if m 6 2m0;
m
2C
; if m > 2m0:
In order to reduce the time of computation we can take as m such value m that minimize the
function cost (m) on the interval (m0;1). Further the algorithm with m = m we will call the
optimized algorithm.
Unfortunately, for m there is no simple analytic expression, so we must use some estimates
for cost (m). Let
M = max fjAj; jBj; jCjg; H = max fja1j; ja2j; ja4j; ja5j; ja6jg:
Theorem 2. For the optimized algorithm the estimate
cost (m) < C1MH (11)
holds, where C1 > 0 is an absolute constant.
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Proof. Since cost (m) 6 cost (2m0), it suﬃce to estimate the last value. We have
Q(2m0) =
2jQ1jm0 + jQ2j
3a25
+
s
2jQ3jm0 + jQ4j
3
+
2jQ5jm0 + jQ6j
92a25
:
Using (8), one can obtain the following intermediate estimates:
2jQ1jm0
3a25
=
2ja2a5   2Ca6j
3
p
ja5j
6 2H
3
+
4MH
3
6 2MH;
jQ2j
3a25
=
jBa2   2Ca1j
3
6 MH
3
+
2MH
3
=MH;
2jQ3jm0
3
=
4ja5j
3
p

6 4H
3
;
jQ4j
3
=
j2Ba5   4Ca4 + a22j
3
6 2MH + H
2
3
=
(6M +H)H
3
;
2jQ5jm0
92a25
=
4ja2a5   2Ca6jjBa2   2Ca1j
93=2ja5j 6
4MH2(ja5j+ 2M)
3ja5j 6
4M(2M + 1)H2
3
;
jQ6j
92a25
=
 a229 + (Ba2   2Ca1)292   4Ca2a69a5 + 4C
2a26
9a25
 6
6 H
2
9
+M2H2 +
4MH2
9
+
4M2H2
9
=
(13M2 + 4M + 1)H2
9
:
Hence follows the final estimate Q(2m0) < 7MH. Besides,
P (2m0) =
m0
C
=
ja5j
p

C
6 ja5j
p
 < 3MH:
Thus, cost (2m0) = P (2m0) +Q(2m0) < 3MH + 7MH = 10MH and we are done.
Generally speaking, the upper bound in (11) is overvalued since it was obtained due to the
approximate equality m  2m0, which occurs sometimes rough. In Section 3 we give a number
of examples where the optimized algorithm works much faster. At the same time, there are the
examples of worst cases when the estimate (11) provides the plausible value of cost (m).
Example 1. Consider the equation
x(y2 +Mxy   x2) +Hxy +Hy = 0; (12)
where M > 1 and H > 1. Here m0 = H
p
M2 + 4 and for m > 2m0 we get
cost (m) > P (m) > m0 MH:
If m0 < m 6 2m0 then
cost (m) =
m m0
C
+Q(m) > m m0 + jQ2j
m2  a25
= m m0 + MH
3
m2  m20
= F (m):
One can show that minF (m) M1=3H. Thus, for the equation (12) with fixed M and H !1
the optimized algorithm works as in the worst case.
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1.2. The remaining cases
In the case  < 0 we can propose an algorithm directly based on a suitable estimate for the
solutions of the equation (3).
Lemma 1. Let
f(t) =
at+ b
t2 + c2
be a function where a; b; c > 0 and t > 0. Then f(c) 6 max
t>0
f(t) 6 2f(c).
Proof. Indeed, we have
f(c) 6 max
t>0
f(t) 6 max
t>0
at
t2 + c2
+max
t>0
b
t2 + c2
=
a
2c
+
b
c2
6 2f(c);
which complete the proof.
Theorem 3. In the case  < 0 for all solutions (x; y) of the equation (3) we have the estimate
jxj < C2MH; (13)
where C2 > 0 is an absolute constant.
Proof. From (10) it follows that the value of x is bounded. Using Lemma 1, the absolute
value of right hand side of (10) one can estimate by C2Q(m0) where C2 > 0 is an absolute
constant, Q(m) is the expression (7), and m0 = ja5j
pjj. To obtain the final estimate (13), we
need only to constrain Q(m0). The desired estimate can be obtained in the same way as the
estimate for Q(2m0) in the proof of Theorem 2.
Thus, for solving the equation (3) in the case  < 0, we can apply the brute force method
based on the estimate (13). The following example demonstrate that for fixed A, B, C this
estimate may be achieved up to a constant factor for infinitely many values of H.
Example 2. Consider the equation
x(x2 + y2) Hxy  Hy = 0;
where H > 1. It is easy to verify that for H = 4t2 + 4t this equation has the solution
(x; y) = (2t2 + 2t; 2t2)
with x = H=2.
Finally, we consider the last case  = 0. It is easy to see that the algorithm proposed
in Section 1.1 works again, since the statement of Theorem 1 is still valid. Furthermore, for
optimized version of this algorithm we have the same estimate (11) (to prove it, one can take
m = H; the detailed proof which is not very diﬃcult is omitted).
2. Estimates for solutions
In this section we estimate the value of x-component for the solutions (x; y) of the equation (3).
Recall that the case  < 0 has already been considered (see Theorem 3). Therefore, we can
assume that  > 0.
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Lemma 2. Suppose that  > 0 and
p
 62 Q. Then for all integers p > 0 and q > 1 we have
the inequalities
1
jp2  q2j <
1
(q)
 1
2q
p
  1 ; (14)
p
jp2  q2j <
1
(q)
 q
p
+ 1
2q
p

; (15)
where (q) denote the distance from the number q
p
 to the nearest integer.
Proof. For fixed q, the left hand side of both inequalities takes the maximal value either at
p = [q
p
] or at p = [q
p
] + 1.
For p = [q
p
] we obtain
p
jp2  q2j =
p
jp  qpj(p+ qp) 6
[q
p
]
(q)([q
p
] + q
p
)
<
q
p

(q)(2q
p
  1) :
Similarly, for p = [q
p
] + 1 we get the inequality
p
jp2  q2j <
q
p
+ 1
(q)2q
p

:
Since
q
p

2q
p
  1 <
q
p
+ 1
2q
p

;
the inequality (15) is proved. The inequality (14) can be obtained in the same manner.
Remark 1. For (q) we have the following lower bound:
(q) >
1
2q
p
+ 1
:
Theorem 4. If  > 0 and
p
 62 Q then for all solutions (x; y) of the equation (3) we have the
estimate
jxj < C2 ja5j
(ja5j) MH (16)
with some absolute constant C2 > 0.
Proof. From (10) we deduce the obvious estimate
jxj 6 jQ1jjlj+ jQ2jjl2  a25j
+ ja5j
s
jQ3jjlj+ jQ4j
jl2  a25j
+
jQ5jjlj+ jQ6j
(l2  a25)2
;
where l is an integer. Now we obtain the inequality (16) by applying Lemma 2 with p = jlj,
q = ja5j and, after this, by direct estimating the coeﬃcients Q1, . . . , Q6 (see the formulas (8))
as in the proof of Theorem 2.
Remark 2. For the equation (3), the brute force solving method based on the upper bound (16)
works longer than the optimized algorithm from Section 1 since sometimes the factor ja5j=(ja5j)
can be significant.
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When the estimate (16) occurs achieved up to a constant factor, is a question of suﬃcient
diﬃculty. Such cases exist: if the coeﬃcients A, B, C and a5 vary in bounded manner (for
instance, if they are fixed) and other coeﬃcients of the equation (3) can increase indefinitely, the
estimate (16) may be achieved up to a constant factor for infinitely many values of H.
Example 3. For fixed A, B, C, a5 and arbitrary H consider the equation
x(Ax2 +Bxy + Cy2) + a5y +H = 0: (17)
On the hyperbola
Ax2 +Bxy + Cy2 = C
one can find the points with integer coordinates (for instance, the points (0;1)). From the
elementary theory of Pell’s equations (see, e.g., [1]) it follows that this hyperbola contains in-
finitely many points (xj ; yj) with integer coordinates. Now let Hj =  Cxj   a5yj . Then we
obtain jHj j  jxj j as j ! 1. Thus, for H = Hj the equation (17) has at least one solution
(x; y) = (xj ; yj) such that the upper bound in (16) is achieved up to a constant factor.
Furthermore, sometimes one can give an estimate for the solutions to the equation (17) which
is fully achieved (not only up to a constant factor) for infinitely many values of H.
Example 4. Let H > 1. In the paper [5] it was shown that
jxj 6 H +
p
2H2 + 1
for all the solutions (x; y) to the equation
x(y2   2x2) + y +H = 0: (18)
Moreover, the upper bound H +
p
2H2 + 1 is achieved for these (infinitely many) H, for which
the number
p
2H2 + 1 is integer. Earlier in the paper [2], the less accurate estimate jxj < 10H
was given.
The following example shows that in the general estimate (16) the factor ja5j=(ja5j) can not
be replaced by any absolute constant.
Example 5. For H > 1 consider the equation
x(y2   2x2) +Hy = 0: (19)
We show that for every fixed positive integer N there are infinitely many values of H such that
the equation (19) has a solution of the form (NH; y).
Indeed, substituting x = NH in (19) and dividing by H we get
Ny2   2N3H2 + y = 0: (20)
As on Example 3, one can prove that for any fixed N infinitely many points (y;H) = (yj ;Hj)
with integer coordinates lie on the hyperbola (20). Hence our statement follows immediately.
Now we suppose that  > 0 is a perfect square. In this case for all solutions (x; y) of the
equation (3) one can give the following estimate:
jxj < C3ja5jMH; (21)
where C3 > 0 is an absolute constant. The proof of the estimate (21) is similar to the proof of
Theorem 4 (we need only to corresponding version of Lemma 2).
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Example 6. For the equation (17) with fixed A, B, C and a5 the estimate (21) achieved (up to
a constant factor) for infinitely many values of H.
Indeed, infinitely many points (xj ; yj) with integer coordinates lie on two lines defined by the
equation
Ax2 +Bxy + Cy2 = 0:
Now we can continue as in Example 3.
In Section 3 we show that in particular cases the general estimates (16) and (21) can be
significantly improved.
3. Examples and discussions
Here we give a number of examples of the equations (3), for which the optimized algorithm
from Section 1 will work faster than in general case (see the estimate (11)). Moreover, in these
examples the general estimates (16) and (21) for the solutions of (3) can be improved.
Example 7. For the equation
x(y2 +Mxy   x2) +Hy + 1 = 0; (22)
where M > 1 and H > 1, we have m0 = H
p
M2 + 4 MH and
Q(m) =
2m
m2  m20
+H
s
2m+ 2MH
m2  m20
+
16 + 4M2
(m2  m20)2
:
Taking m = m0 +H2=3, we get for the optimized algorithm the estimate
cost (m) < C4H2=3
with an absolute constant C4 > 0. The Tab. 1 contains a statistic information on the quantity
of solutions of the equation (22) in the case M = 1 and 1 6 H 6 105. We see that almost always
this equation has only two solutions (namely, the obvious solutions (1; 0) and (1; H   1)). Also
we see that the maximal number of solutions is equal to 6 which is quite small.
Table 1: Distribution of the number of solutions on the interval 1 6 H 6 105
#(x; y) #H
2 95548
3 4176
4 240
5 32
6 4
Now we improve the estimate (16). For the equation (22) the general formula (10) give
x =   2l
l2  H2(M2 + 4) H
s
2l + 2MH
l2  H2(M2 + 4) +
16 + 4M2
(l2  H2(M2 + 4))2 :
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Therefore, using Lemma 2 one can obtain the estimate
jxj < C5 H
(H)1=2
with an absolute constant C5 > 0. Consider with more details the case M = 1. In this case we
have
jxj < 2c2(H) +H
p
2c2(H) + 2Hc1(H) + 20c1(H)2 = b(H); (23)
where the constants ci(H) are defined by the equalities
c1(H) =
1
(H)
 1
2H
p
5  1 ; c2(H) =
1
(H)
 H
p
5 + 1
2H
p
5
:
For the values of H from the Tab. 2 the estimate (23) is quite accurate.
Table 2: Examples of solutions and upper bounds for some values of H
H (x; y) b(H)
55 ( 584; 945) 586:3
17533 (148537; 240338) 148637:8
Example 8. For the equation of the form (17) (in particular, for the equation (18)) take m =
m0 + jHj1=2. Then for the optimized algorithm one can obtain the estimate
cost (m) < C6jHj1=2
with a constant C6 > 0 depending on A, B, C and a5.
Example 9. For the equation
x(y2   2x2) +Hx+ y + 1 = 0
and m = m0 + jHj1=4 for the optimized algorithm we get the estimate
cost (m) < C7jHj1=4;
where C7 > 0 is an absolute constant. For the solutions (x; y) we have the estimate
jxj < C8jHj1=2 (24)
with an absolute constant C8 > 0. Furthermore, for any H > 4 we can prove that every solution
(x; y) satisfies the condition
x 2 f 1pH + 3;
p
(H + 1)=2; 1pH + 1g
(the easy proof is based on elementary arguments). As corollary, the number of solutions never
exceed 5 and equal to 5 for H = 2t2 1 where t > 1 is such that 2t2+2 is a perfect square (there
are infinitely many such t).
Example 10. For the equation
x(y2   x2) +Hx+ y + 1 = 0
the similar statements (see previous example) are true. In particular, the upper bound in (24) is
achieved (as usual, up to a constant factor) for infinitely many values of H, since there are the
solutions (x; y) = (pH + 1; 1).
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In conclusion we discuss the obtained results.
The transition from the general cubic equation (1) to the equation (3) can be performed, for
instance, using the composition of the following two substitutions of unknown x:
1x+ 1y ! x; Cx+ a3 ! x;
where a3 denote the coeﬃcient at y2 after the first substitution. It is not diﬃcult to see (both by
means of symbolic transformations, and on specific examples) that such transition can lead to a
significant increase of the coeﬃcients. Thus, there is a diﬃcult problem of choosing “appropriate”
linear substitution of unknowns at the initial stage.
In the case when  is a perfect square, the leading homogeneous part f3(x; y) can be factored
out into a product of three linear factors with integer coeﬃcients. Probably, this may be used if
we want to find a faster solving algorithm (in comparison with the optimized algorithm which is
proposed here).
The statistic information for the equations from Examples 8, 9 and 10 for jHj 6 106 (similar
to that shown in Example 7) show that the number of solutions is small and, probably, uniformly
bounded with respect to H. This our hypothesis is confirmed in Example 9 in the case H > 0,
but in other cases we do not yet see any way to prove it.
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Алгоритмическая реализация метода Рунге
для кубических диофантовых уравнений
Николай Н.Осипов
Белла В. Гульнова
Институт космических и информационных технологий
Сибирский федеральный университет
Киренского, 26, Красноярск, 660074
Россия
В статье предлагается алгоритмическая реализация элементарной версии метода Рунге для
кубических диофантовых уравнений с двумя неизвестными и приводятся оценки для решений
таких уравнений.
Ключевые слова: диофантовы уравнения, метод Рунге.
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